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Nothing signals a fresh school year like stale beer spilled on a plastic table. The Students’ Association
hosted a kegger in the Princess Street campus cafeteria on Sept. 10 as part of Disorientation Week. This
kegger was one of the many events taking place on both campuses during back-to-school week.
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NATIONAL NEWS

Facebook to improve privacy protection
Emma Godmere
CUP Ottawa Bureau Chief
OTTAWA (CUP) – Thanks to Harley
Finkelstein, millions of social media users
around the world can expect to be better
protected when it comes to posting personal information online.
Canadian privacy commissioner Jennifer Stoddart announced Aug. 27 that social
networking website Facebook will take the
next year to improve privacy protection for
its users. This will include clarifying the difference between deactivating and deleting
XZWÅTM[ IVL XZM^MV\QVO \PQZL XIZ\QM[ NZWU
obtaining personal information for applications until the user gives express consent.
It was Finkelstein, a University of
7\\I_I IT]UV][ _PW ÅZ[\ JZW]OP\ \PM
XZQ^IKaQ[[]M[\W\PMI\\MV\QWVWN \PM7NÅKM
of the Privacy Commissioner last year.
The former law student began researching social media sites’ compliance
with Canadian privacy law with fellow
student Jordan Plener in January 2008.
<PMQZ WNÅKQIT KWUXTIQV\ _I[ ÅTML _Q\P
that May, while both were working at the
University of Ottawa’s Canadian Internet
Policy and Public Interest Clinic.
“I guess the catalyst for it was that at
the time there [were] about 8 million Canadian users on Facebook — now there
[are] about 12 million,” Finkelstein said
NZWU PQ[ <WZWV\W WNÅKM _PMZM PM¼[ VW_
_WZSQVONWZIJ][QVM[[TI_ÅZU
“So you’re talking one in four then,
and now it’s one in three Canadians that
are on [Facebook]. It was just so blatantly
obvious that Canadians had a very high
propensity to use these sites, so it was interesting to evaluate whether these companies
that aren’t necessarily Canadian companies were complying with a rather technical
and fairly contemporary Canadian privacy
law.”
The Personal Information Protection
and Electronic Documents Act, known as
PIPEDA, was passed into law in 2000 in an
effort to clarify how companies can collect
and use Canadians’ personal information.
According to the act, information cannot
be collected from an individual without
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Canada’s privacy commissioner ordered Facebook to abide by Canadian privacy laws.

tually the ones using the platform?”
Finkelstein was also quick to note that
Facebook was not intended to be the sole
target of the investigation, and that many
new social media sites will take some time
getting used to working with Canadian
their express consent, and such informa- privacy laws.
“I don’t think they ever wanted to con\QWVU][\JM][MLNWZI[XMKQÅKX]ZXW[M
Finkelstein received a response from travene our privacy legislation, they simply
\PM 7NÅKM WN  \PM 8ZQ^IKa +WUUQ[[QWVMZ were a new site,” he said. “I just don’t think
this past July, which stated that many of these types of platforms ever contemplated
Facebook’s practices were in violation of the huge privacy implications that they
would eventually see.”
PIPEDA.
These platforms and websites are
Finkelstein pointed that being a
student while doing research into one of quickly learning, however, that now is the
today’s most popular social networking time to change how they protect their
users’ privacy.
sites offered a certain advantage.
“This case, hopefully, will be somewhat
“I still don’t know if the privacy commissioner even has a Facebook account precedent-setting in allowing other sites to
say, ‘Wait a second, we have all these Caherself,” he joked.
“However, Jordan and I, being in nadians on there, we better know what the
our mid-twenties, we’re in that vantage Canadian privacy legislation states,’” Finof [being] social networking users, and so kelstein said.
“We’re basically setting the bar for
we provide a unique perspective . . . the
biggest demographic that uses Facebook is what social networking sites have to abide
roughly our demographic — so who better by from a privacy perspective around the
to launch a complaint than us, who are ac- world.”
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“For the average user
that doesn’t understand,
it’s not that good. People
don’t know what they’re
exposing to others.”

“I like how they’ve improved it recently. You
can choose who gets to
see it and choose not to
use your pictures in the
advertising.”

“I’m not comfortable with
their security settings. An
employer can go on and
see what you do in your
spare time.”

“I think if you know how to
use [the security features],
they’re pretty good.”

DID YOUR TUITION CHEQUE GET STOLEN?
THAT’S WHAT WE CALL A NEWS TIP.
EMAIL EDITOR@RRCSA.COM
THE PROJECTOR

Anyone can write for the Projector, and Red
River College students are encouraged to
contribute. Simply pitch or submit an article
to the appropriate section editor or join our
contributors’ list. Though we will consider all
submissions, due to space restrictions, the
Projector cannot guarantee that all articles
received will be published. If you wish to
respond to something you’ve read in this
issue, letters to the editor can be emailed to
editor@rrcsa.com. To ensure your chances
of being published, letters should strive to
be around 150 to 200 words in length. The
Projector reserves the right to edit all submissions for length, as well as stylistic, grammatical, and legal guidelines. The Projector
also reserves the right to reprint submissions
at any time, in both written and electronic
formats. The Projector will not publish
content that it deems to be racist, sexist, or
otherwise hateful or prejudiced.
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COLLEGE DEVELOPMENTS

College eyes new Portage la Prairie campus
Anna Harrison
News Editor
RED River College is looking to
expand again, this time in Central
Plains, with a bid that could see
a $1.5 million refurbishment of a
Portage la Prairie school building.
The proposed expansion
would move all academic programs from the current location,
approximately seven kilometres
outside of Portage la Prairie, near
the Southport airport.
The college is hoping to
move into Victoria School, a
40-year-old building which has
sat vacant since 2007.
“We think it would be a
pretty exciting renovation of
an amazing facility, with a long
history, in a prominent location
within the city of Portage,” said
David Leis, vice-president of business development at Red River.
“We don’t see ourselves as
just the college for Winnipeg,
we see ourselves as a college for
much of Manitoba, and particularly southern Manitoba. So the
regional campus isn’t just about
Portage it’s about the Central
Plains,” he said.
By moving academic programs into Portage la Prairie, the
college hopes to ease transportation and accessibility issues for
students, said Lori-Ann Grenkow,
manager of the Central Plains
and Portage la Prairie campuses.
“It’s going to be a huge
JMVMÅ\NWZJW\P\PM[\]LMV\[IVL
the community,” Grenkow said.
“It will remove a lot of barriers for students, including transportation. Presently there are
no shuttle or bus services from
Portage la Prairie to Southport,
so students are basically on their

Handout

Red River College hopes to move its Portage la Prairie campus to the vacant Victoria School, in an effort to create more space for students.

own and transportation can be
a problem. The move would increase accessibility.”
It would also increase visibility, by locating the campus on
Saskatchewan Avenue, the main
thoroughfare in the city.
“The great thing about our
regional campuses is that their
presence really allows better geographic accessibility for students
across the province,” Leis said.
“By having a much more
visible campus, we think we can

really improve the number of
people attending and taking advantage of the programs that we
offer.”
Grenkow agreed.
“It would certainly provide
us with more capacity for more
programs and a wider variety of
programs,” she said.
“Right now we share our
building with Manitoba Regional
Health Authority, Campus Manitoba and Addictions Foundation of Manitoba. So we want

to develop a campus concept. A
space where students can study
quietly, single rooms where students can work or do tests, a
student lounge to sit and relax.
We don’t have any of that in our
facility.
“Basically, our campus is
WNÅKM [XIKM IVL KTI[[ZWWU[º
Grenkow said.
Leis is optimistic that Red
River’s proposal will go through
and construction could start as
early as next fall.

“We’re in negotiations with
the school board now and are
hopeful that negotiations will be
positive, but we don’t know yet,”
Leis said. “If it were approved,
we would look at undertaking
\PM ÅZ[\ XPI[M WN  ZMVW^I\QWV[ I\
the amount of about $1.5million.
That would just improve existing
site.
“It’s one step at a time right
VW_ <PM ÅZ[\ [\MX Q[ OM\\QVO I
positive response from the school
board,” he said.

CAMPUS NEWS

Manitoba Hydro power outage sabotages registration day
of equipment that protects power
lines from lightning strikes.
“Obviously, there were no
lightning
strikes (that) morning,”
BOTH Red River College campuses were crippled by successive Hydro spokesman Glenn SchXW_MZ W]\IOM[ WV \PM ÅZ[\ \_W neider told the Free Press. “Equipment fails from time time.”
days of the fall term.
Computers at the Princess
The Notre Dame campus,
along with about 2,000 homes in Street campus lost all network
the Brooklands area, were com- access, leaving students frustrated
and unable to pay their tuition,
pletely dark.
Manitoba Hydro told the reserve lockers, surf the Internet,
Winnipeg Free Press that Monday’s or purchase books.
John Baryliuk, director of
outage started at 8:30 a.m. and
lasted one hour, although students IT solutions for the college, said
were still waiting for computer there are no immediate plans to
make the Princess Street comservices well into the afternoon.
Tuesday’s outage occurred at puter systems independent from
the same time and, again, lasted Notre Dame.
“It wouldn’t be practical to
until the afternoon.
0aLZW QLMV\QÅML \PM KI][M have separate systems,” Baryliuk
of both outages as a failed piece said. “A long-term goal we have
is to provide Internet connectivity
Sean Ledwich
Volunteer

to Princess Street that is separate
from the Notre Dame campus.
But, with the many projects we
have on the go, priority is not high
right now.”
College spokesman Colin
.I[\ KWVÅZUML \PI\ XW_MZ _I[
restored to the NDC on Monday
within an hour.
“Tuesday was a bit longer,
but most classes continued and
regular operations were restored
shortly after the power was back,”
Fast wrote in an email.
A subsequent email sent to
college staff detailed the college’s
response plan for such events.
“When utilities are interrupted, RRC Security immediately
VW\QÅM[ \PM +WTTMOM¼[ -UMZOMVKa
Control Group and Emergency
Response Team members who
begin an investigation.”
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The email also indicated that
no information or power restoration can ever be expected for
at least an hour, which is generally how long it takes for Hydro
workers to arrive on scene and
establish what the problem is.

In the event that an outage
will be long-term, the Emergency
Control Group advises the college
president on whether to cancel
classes for the day.
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Message from the executives
StephenPratt
President
sapres@rrc.mb.ca
(204)632-2474

DerekKrywyj
VicePresident
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Vicepresident
supportservices
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Hello Red River Students. By now the dust from your
Dis-Orientation week is starting to settle, you and your friends have
almost pieced together your Friday night and sure enough classes are on
again. Ahh the new school year is upon us, new faces, new instructors and
of course, new construction at Red River College. For those of you who
are new to Red River College there are a couple of things you can count
when you start the new year: Consturction at NDC, line ups for your
locker and lack of parking. Well RRC need not to worry, the Students’
Association is here to help; with execs who want to hear your concerns
and great programming every week as part of this year’s exec team I can
assure you we will do all that we can to make your time here as
“productive” as possible.
Please Remember our office doors are always open…
CM20 @ NDC & P110 @ PSC
Class Reps Needed!!!
The RRCSA hosts a monthly meeting in an open forum for students who would like to take on a
leadership role within their class. You will be expected to report any class concerns and pass on any
SA information that we give you. Meetings are held over lunch hour and food and drink is
provided. Come to our offices for info!

NEWS.. NEWS..

NEWS..

NEWS..

NEWS..

Up Coming Events
EVENTS
Feb.
9 Feb.23
Kick Off BBQ

Every Tuesday will be
MOVIE DAY
in the Cave
Popcorn specials
available at the

SA Board members
wanted !!!
Come grab your application at
CM-20 on NDC or
P110-160 at PSC

Join the Student Advisory Board and
become an active student !!

Ox
Join the SA Events
Email List
saevents@rrc.mb.ca

Wanting to fundraise for a good cause ?? Graduation party ?
Join a club or create a club and we will help by providing
assistance and opportunities…
Applications are available at CM-20 on NDC or P110-160 at PSC.

Check out the
SA website @
www.rrcsa.com

Notre Dame Campus
CM20 - 2055 Notre Dame Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba
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Princess Street Campus
P110-160 Princess Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba
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COLLEGE NEWS

College switches to nursing degree program
replace the two nursing programs presently
at the college — the 25-month accelerated
diploma (spread over 28 months) and the
IN June 2013, nursing students will walk four-year joint-degree program where stuW]\WN :ML:Q^MZ+WTTMOMNWZ\PMÅZ[\\QUM LMV\[[XMVL\PMQZÅVITaMIZI\\PM=VQ^MZ[Qwith degrees — not diplomas — in their ty of Manitoba. Students enrolled in these
PIVL[<PI\¼[_PMV\PMÅZ[\OZW]XWN [\]- XZWOZIU[PW_M^MZ_QTTÅVQ[P\PMQZ[\]LQM[
dents will graduate from Red River’s new before the program is ultimately terminatthree-year nursing degree program, set to ed.
The new program will run for 32
get off the ground next September.
The move comes after the College of months over a 36-month period. Among
Registered Nurses of Manitoba approved the changes will be an increased amount of
new entry-level competencies for registered time spent outside of the classroom.
Students will now be required to comnurses in 2007. These include more clinical
practice hours for students, and for their plete 450 senior practicum hours, up from
training to increase in areas like palliative 400 in the accelerated program.
The more practicum hours the better,
care, nutrition, immunology, and pandemsaid Jaimie Stocki, a second-year student in
ic planning.
“We’ve gone through a program the accelerated program. In fact, she said
review and we’ve determined that we hands-on training is already a strong asset
cannot meet those standards and those of the college’s nursing program.
“I don’t know what university courses
competencies in 25 months,” said Karen
are like with clinical experience, but I was
Wall, chair of nursing at RRC.
The new baccalaureate program will in the hospital in my second term,” she
Sean Grassie
Volunteer

said. “Although it was only the basics, like
vital signs and blood pressures and stuff
like that, we were still in there after three
months of lectures and class work.
“It’s more hands on and that’s where I
think people learn more by actually doing
it than rather talking about it,” she said.
Of course, with the new entry-level
requirements for registered nurses, present
RRC nursing students like Stocki will graduate with training that doesn’t meet all of
those requirements.
Wall said these students won’t be put
at a disadvantage, and will be able to land
nursing jobs using the previous entry-level
standards.
“Students on the waiting lists for the
accelerated and joint-degree programs
PI^MJMMVKWV\IK\MLIVL_QTTOM\ÅZ[\KZIKS
at spots in the baccalaureate program,”
Wall said.
The new program will take 225 students. Combined, the accelerated and
joint-degree programs took 210 students.

Moving to a degree program also falls
in line with how nurses are trained across
Canada. No other province in the country
offers a diploma nursing program, Wall
said.
The switch to a full-blown degree
program is allowed by recent amendments
to the Colleges Act and the College universitaire de Saint Boniface Act.
Under the amendments, colleges like
Red River and the College universitaire de
Saint Boniface can begin offering degree
programs so long as they met Council on
Post Secondary Education (COPSE) requirements, such as not overlapping into
university programs.
Students in the new three-year
program will be able to complete their
studies at RRC, and won’t have to jump to
the U of M as is done in the joint-degree
program. “If you wanted your degree in
nursing you had to go to university,” Stocki
said. “So it’s nice that you can get your
degree from Red River.”

MANITOBA NEWS

Reflecting on Doer’s post-secondary legacy
Ten years of accessibility for supporters; to critics, ten years of under funding
Ashley Gaboury
CUP Central Bureau Chief

tuition freezes and under funding,
I think the end result is that universities may never check up with
WINNIPEG (CUP) – Gary Doer all those years of cuts backs and
announced last week that he was neglect. The money wasn’t fully
stepping down as the premier of JIKS ÅTTML ?M PI^M VW\ SMX\
5IVQ\WJIIN\MZ\MVaMIZ[QVWNÅKM pace with universities across the
and the next day was named country,” he said.
Hawranik criticized old laboCanada’s next ambassador to the
ratory equipment and larger class
United States.
The end of Doer’s ten years sizes, and noted that in 1999,
QVWNÅKMKWUM[VW\TWVOIN\MZ[\]- tenured professors taught 60 per
dents learned of the end of the cent of students whereas more reten year tuition freeze that was cently, numbers have decreased to
in place during much of his time 44 per cent.
“The reality
as premier.
is the students
During the
“(Doer) tended to focus
are the loser.
past ten years,
on
access,
primarily
as
You
might
the
freeze
have
more
overshadHÄUHUJPHSTH[[LYHUK
money
in
owed Doer’s
hence the policy
your pocket
post-secondof freezing tuition.”
when
you
ary education
graduate, but
policies and
- Richard Sigurdson,
if you don’t
brought the
U of M
have
the
gover nment
quality
of
edpolitical
science
professor
as much critiucation you
cism as it did
need, what
support.
Richard Sigurdson, politi- good is that?” he said.
Diane McGifford, Manical science professor and dean of
arts at the University of Mani- toba’s advanced education mintoba, said the guiding principle ister, said the Doer government
of the Doer government in terms has increased funding every year
of post-secondary education was and recognizes that universities
access, and that this idea domi- cannot operate if they do not
nated all of his government’s de- PI^MÅVIVKQIT[]XXWZ\;PMVW\ML
that student participation has incision making.
“They tended to focus on creased by 35 per cent since 1999
IKKM[[ XZQUIZQTa I[ I ÅVIVKQIT and that this increase must be
matter, and hence the policy of taken into consideration.
“Universities
complain
freezing tuition for almost the
[about]
the
tuition
freeze,
but
entire time of Mr. Doer’s preI think we also have to rememmiership,” Sigurdson said.
Conservative advanced edu- ber that they received a greater
cation critic Gerald Hawranik amount of gross dollars in tuition
said it was this same tuition freeze because there were so many more
policy that while receiving much students there. They will say more
support from students, left uni- students are more cost but there
versities inadequately funded and is also the economy of scale. It is
reduced the quality of education cheaper to educate, per student,
20 students than 10.”
in Manitoba.
She said since Doer was
“After that many years of

4PRL+LHS>PUUPWLN-YLL7YLZZ

Doer ended his 10-year reign as Manitoba’s premier Aug. 27.

elected, $700 million in capital
support has been directed to postsecondary education and bursaries have increased to over $8
million. She noted the province’s
tuition tax rebate program, which
returns 60 per cent of eligible
tuition fees to graduates who live
and work in Manitoba.
“The premier has always
been quite adamant, right from
1999 when we were elected, that
we cannot have a sound economy
without a sound post-secondary
system,” McGifford said.
Sigurdson said the Doer government felt it was important to
open up opportunities for nontraditional learners whose participation in post-secondary education was traditionally quite low.
This included the construction
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of the University College of the
North — a post-secondary institution with campuses located in
northern Manitoba designed to
ZMÆMK\IJWZQOQVITK]T\]ZM
He said post-secondary education infrastructure improvements supported by the Doer
government were often overshadowed by the tuition freeze, noting
recent developments at the University of Winnipeg, Red River
College and the University of
Manitoba.
“I think if you compare the
Doer government to some of the
contemporary governments in
the country, there perhaps wasn’t
as much of a focus on the need to
expand graduate education,” Sigurdson said. “The Ontario government [as well as those in] Sas-

katchewan and Alberta decided
Canada is not educating its fair
share of graduate students and
we need to put more money into
graduate education. That didn’t
really happen in this province.”
According to Sigurdson, the
current trend seen in Manitoba
NDP post-secondary policies
won’t change as Doer steps down.
He said what may be lost with a
new party leader is Doer’s effective intergovernmental relations.
“It’s not evident that we’re
going to get an individual on top
who’s as effective as Mr. Doer was
in advancing the cause of partnership with federal government
in the post-secondary education
sector,” he said.
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Textbooks going digital
Digital textbook use is rising, but some have reservations about the technology
Kyle Gibson

The Gateway (University of Alberta)

EDMONTON (CUP) – Digital textbooks
may soon become the new popular learning medium as rising costs of physical textbooks drive students to look for alternatives.
Digital textbooks have seen a rise in
popularity already in the United States,
due to increasing numbers of books available through websites such as CourseSmart.com. Online textbook prices are,
on average, 50 per cent less than their physical counterparts, according to Paul Wilde,
course material manager at the University
of Alberta Bookstore.

?QTLMM`XTIQVML\PI\XIZ\[WN \PMQVÆItion in bookstore textbook prices are due to
the supplementary material that most publishers now package with their textbooks.

¹<PMZMQ[ILMÅVQ\M\ZMVLWN \M`\JWWS
XZQKM[ NIZ M`KMMLQVO \PM VI\QWVIT QVÆI\QWV
rate. The publishers will tell you that it’s
the cost of production, the cost of shipping and so on, but I don’t see that. We pay
the shipping for the books coming here.
And when you’re talking an overall market
_PMZMQVÆI\QWVQ[LW_V!XMZKMV\PW_
LWaW]R][\QNaIÅ^M\W[M^MVXMZKMV\XZQKM
increase?” he said.
However, Wilde stated that until the
technology catches up with the database
of course material, buying used books
remains a more practical option.
“From the student perspective, used
books are still the best deal, mainly for the
reason that with a new book you have the
option of reselling it or keeping it. There
is no residual used book value for a digital
textbook,” he said.
Leah Trueblood, vice-president aca-

7OV[VPSS\Z[YH[PVUI`7L[L@LL

demic of the U of A Students’ Union, said
she believes digital textbooks are a costeffective option compared to physical textbooks, but has reservations on how userfriendly the technology currently is.
“As we see new instruments becoming
usable, we will see prices of textbooks go
down and I think we will see the industry
change. But in terms of right now, I don’t
think things like CourseSmart will make a
large impact,” she said.
Trueblood stated that other options
are still available to students with other
forms of textbook purchase. The U of
A Students’ Union sponsors the website
BeBooksmart.ca, which was created for

ARE YOU FASCINATED BY HOW
THESE TWO PROGRAMS
WORK TO CREATE A NEWSPAPER?

The Projector is looking for a highly detailed and
dedicated person to help layout the paper.
A keen eye for design,
previous experience with the above programs, and
a love for typography are a must.
For more details, email editor@rrcsa.com
or
submit your resume, with portfolio, to
room P110 at the Princess Street campus.

Prairie Shield Fishing Classics presents
the 3rd Annual Greenback Walleye/Sauger Derby
on Sat. Sept. 26th, 2009 out of Selkirk Park on the Red.
Adults - $40 Youths and Seniors - $20
1st Prize - $3,000 over $8,000 in cash and merchandise
Entries at Student Association Office or
contact Dan at anglerdan@mts.net

the purpose of giving students affordable ¸;OLYLPZHKLÄUP[L[YLUK
options when purchasing textbooks.
This includes research done on of textbook prices far
popular new editions to determine the exceeding the national
amount of relevant changes made in com- PUÅH[PVUYH[L¹
parison to previous editions — making it
MI[a NWZ [\]LMV\[ \W ÅVL W]\ QN  \PMa KIV - Paul Wilde,
save a dollar without losing knowledge by University of Alberta
buying a used old edition of a textbook.
The U of A Students’ Union is also in- books increase, Wilde said the bookstore
volved with The Canadian Roundtable on has the digital infrastructure to provide the
Academic Materials, which includes book- service to students.
“It’s going to take the stores that are
stores and students’ unions across Canada,
QV WZLMZ \W ÅVL _Ia[ WN  K]Z\IQTQVO ZQ[QVO more tech savvy and [have] the digital infrastructure to deliver the content, but yes,
book costs.
Should the demand for virtual text- the bookstore is prepared,” he said.

WORKFORCEREADY?
Ifyouapproachyourcollegeyearsasprofessionaldevelopmentforyourcareer,
you’llbewellpreparedfortheworkplace,andyou’llcomeascloseasitgetsto
guaranteeingyourselfagoodjobupongraduation. JanFraser,Makingyour
Mark

WhatcanyoudoNOWtoprepareyourselfforemploymentupongraduation?
 Embraceyourlearning;focusonacquiringboththetechnicalandessentialskills
requiredtobesuccessfulinyourchosencareer
 Gettoknowyourselfbetter;whatareyourvalues,likes,dislikes,interests,and
employmentneeds
 Setbothshorttermandlongtermgoalsandhaverealistictargets
 Gain experience through volunteering and/or working in your area of study or
related field i.e. partͲtime, summer work experience, CoͲop/practicum
placements
 Subscribe to magazines, papers and websites related to your profession i.e.
workopolisCampus.com
 Attendemployersoncampusevents,presentations,workshopsandcareerfairs
 Explorethevisibleandhiddenjobmarkets
 Start networking and making contacts/connections i.e. classmates, faculty
members,employers,organizationsandassociations
 Create a job folder for future reference i.e. keep job postings related to your
areaofstudy,companynames,keyvocabularyandbusinesscards
 MakeanappointmentwithanEmploymentServicesAdvisorandstartplanning
foryourfutureemploymentopportunities


Formoreinformationonhowyoucanbestprepareyourselfforyour
futurecareercontactEmploymentServices,632Ͳ3966toschedulean
appointment!
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IT’S A

MANITOBA THEATRE CENTRE 2009/10 SEASON

SEASON!

STRONG POISON BY Dorothy L. Sayers
ADAPTED FOR THE STAGE BY Frances

Limoncelli

RADIO PLAY
IT’S A WONDERFUL LIFE: A Frank
Capra
ADAPTED BY Philip

Grecian

BASED ON THE FILM BY

PERONE
THE DROWSY CHA
BOOK BY
MUSIC & LYRICS BY

Bob Martin
and Don McKellar

Lisa Lambert
and Greg Morrison

MOTHER COURAGE

Brecht IN A NEW VERSION BY Peter Hinton
Dessau AND Kurt Weill
WITH SONGS BY Bertolt Brecht, Paul
Cole
Allen
IN NEW ARRANGEMENTS BY

BY Bertolt

EDUCATING RITA BY Willy Russell
STEEL MAGNOLIAS BY Robert Harling

DRAMATICALLY DIFFERENT

5 O’CLOCK BELLS
WRITTEN AND PERFORMED BY

PIERRE BRAULT

EAST OF BERLIN
BY

HANNAH MOSCOVITCH

TOP GIRLS BY CARYL CHURCHILL
LOOKING BACK - WEST
www.mtc.mb.ca/university
BY

JOHN HIRSCH THEATRE

2009/10 SEASON

THE
SERIES

TIME

STRONG

ROBERT LEWIS VAUGHAN

SPECIAL OFFER FOR FULL-TIME STUDENTS

AVAILABLE SERIES

WONDER DROWSY COURAGE RITA

STEEL

Thu 03E 0

8pm

Oct 22

Nov 26

Jan 7

Feb 11

Mar 18

Apr 22

Fri 04E

8pm

Oct 23

Nov 27

Jan 8

Feb 12

Mar 19

Apr 23

Sat 06E

8:30pm

Oct 24

Nov 28

Jan 9

Feb 13

Mar 20

Apr 24

Mon 07E

8pm

Oct 26

Nov 30

Jan 11

Feb 15

Mar 22

Apr 26

Thu 11E

8pm

Oct 29

Dec 3

Jan 14

Feb 18

Mar 25

Apr 29

Fri 12E

8pm

Oct 30

Dec 4

Jan 15

Feb 19

Mar 26

Apr 30

Sat 14E

8:30pm

Oct 31

Dec 5

Jan 16

Feb 20

Mar 27

May 1

Mon 15E M

8pm

Nov 2

Dec 7

Jan 18

Feb 22

Mar 29

May 3

Thu 19E

8pm

Nov 5

Dec 10

Jan 21

Feb 25

Apr 1

May 6

Fri 20E

8pm

Nov 6

Dec 11

Jan 22

Feb 26

Apr 2

May 7

Sat 22E

8:30pm

Nov 7

Dec 12

Jan 23

Feb 27

Apr 3

May 8

Mon 23E

8pm

Nov 9

Dec 14

Jan 25

Mar 1

Apr 5

May 10

Thu 27E

8pm

Nov 12

Dec 17

Jan 28

Mar 4

Apr 8

May 13

Fri 28E

8pm

Nov 13

Dec 18

Jan 29

Mar 5

Apr 9

May 14

Sat 30E

8:30pm

Nov 14

Dec 19

Jan 30

Mar 6

Apr 10

May 15

2009/10 SEASON

MTC John Hirsch Theatre 6 plays for $69 +GST | MTC Tom Hendry Theatre
Maximum 2 John Hirsch Theatre and 2 Tom Hendry Theatre subscriptions at this special rate. Prices include CRF.

4 plays for $49 +GST

STUDENT NAME

INSTITUTION (photocopy of full-time enrollment MUST accompany order)

HOME ADDRESS

POSTAL CODE

HOME PHONE NUMBER

E-MAIL (ADD TO E-LIST)

Q Please choose the series you prefer (see calendar to the left for dates). Please give us your 1st and 2nd choices.
Seating availability for each series varies according to performance and will be on a first-come, first-served basis.

John Hirsch Theatre

1st choice ____________

(i.e. Thu 27E see calendar left)

2nd choice ___________

Tom Hendry Theatre

1st choice ____________

(i.e. Fri 10E see calendar left)

2nd choice ___________

#______ John Hirsch Theatre subscriptions @ $72.45 ($69.00 + GST)

Subtotal $ ___________

#______ Tom Hendry Theatre subscriptions @ $51.45 ($49.00 + GST)

Subtotal $ ___________

AVAILABLE SERIES

Total
SERIES

TIME

5 O’CLOCK*

BERLIN †

TOP GIRLS*

LOOKING*

Thu 02E 0

8pm

Oct 8

Nov 19

Jan 21

Feb 18

Fri 03E

8pm

Oct 9

Nov 20

Jan 22

Feb 19

Sat 05E

8:30pm

Oct 10

Nov 21

Jan 23

Feb 20

Mon 06E

8pm

Oct 12

Nov 23

Jan 25

Feb 22

Thu 09E

8pm

Oct 15

Nov 26

Jan 28

Feb 25

Fri 10E

8pm

Oct 16

Nov 27

Jan 29

Feb 26

Sat 12E

8:30pm

Oct 17

Nov 28

Jan 30

Feb 27

QPayment by
CREDIT CARD NUMBER
/
EXPIRY DATE

SIGNATURE

QInterac (in person only at MTC Patron Services, address & hours below)

Mon 13E

8pm

Oct 19

Nov 30

Feb 1

Mar 1

Thu 17E

8pm

Oct 22

Dec 3

Feb 4

Mar 4

SORRY no phone orders. You can FAX to 947-3741 or MAIL to MTC Patron Services, 174 Market Ave, R3B 0P8
or VISIT IN PERSON at 174 Market Ave, Mon to Sat, 10am – 6pm. or VISIT www.mtc.mb.ca/university

If you wish to sit with friends please submit your forms together.

Fri 18E

8pm

Oct 23

Dec 4

Feb 5

Mar 5

Sat 20E

8:30pm

Oct 24

Dec 5

Feb 6

Mar 6

† = Script-speciﬁc smoking of non-tobacco products, mature
themes, sexual content, strong language.
* = Mature themes, strong language.

O = Opening Night
M = Monday Mix – Preshow (7:00 pm) chat with theatre
professionals.

$ __________

Q cheque (no postdated cheques) QVisa Q MasterCard QAmex

It is the nature of theatre that the availability of rights and performers may necessitate occasional changes to a season. NB: No refunds. Exchanges may only be made to a performance of the same play from
the dates offered for $1/ticket. A $2.00 service charge for same-day exchanges may apply. Exchanges not available for another play or missed performances. This highly discounted offer is available to FULL-TIME
STUDENTS AT U of W, U of M, and RRC only. Proof of full-time enrollment must be supplied at time of ordering. Offer expires at 6:00pm, Saturday, Nov. 7/09.
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NATIONAL CAMPUS NEWS

Beverage contract nears end, raises concerns over bottled water
Ryan Buchanan
Excalibur (York University)
TORONTO (CUP) – With York
University’s Pepsi contract set to
expire in 2011, student groups
may seize the opportunity to push
for a bottled water ban at the
school.
As the University of WinniXMO XZMXIZM[ \W JMKWUM \PM ÅZ[\
Canadian university to ban the
sale of bottled water on campus
this fall, pressure may mount on
York University’s administration
to follow suit.
York Federation of Students
(YFS) president Krisna Saravanamuttu has thrown his support
behind the idea. The YFS, he
said, “would absolutely support a
ban on the sale of bottled water at
York.
“The reason we are opposed
to bottled water, to be quite frank,
is because essentially it is the comUWLQÅKI\QWV WN  _I\MZ 1\¼[ \PM
same as commodifying air and
selling it to people, so we don’t
believe in it.”
Bottled water has become a
hotbed of controversy in recent
years. According to the Polaris
Institute, a Canadian think tank
based in Ottawa, restrictions have
already been implemented in 30
municipalities in seven provinces
across the country, including the
City of Toronto’s recent ban on
bottled water sales at Toronto
City Hall and other civic centres.
Environmentalists across the

world have been condemning
bottled water for years, claiming
that the billions of plastic bottles
produced every year have created
I[QOVQÅKIV\[\ZIQVWV\PMMV^QZWVment. According to York’s faculty
of environmental studies’ (FES)
policy on bottled water, marketing has created a widespread
belief that bottled water is safer
than public water, even though
the available tests so far haven’t
shown this to be true.
The FES has already implemented their own ban on bottled

water during faculty functions,
but professor and associate dean
Anders Sandberg said a campuswide ban is more complicated.
“We have a contract with
Pepsi that supplies us with bottled
water,” Sandberg said. “I don’t
know what the state of that contract is, but we would obviously
have to wait for that to expire
before we could take any such
measures.”
Anthony Barbisan, director
of York’s card and food services,
said the contract with Pepsi will

expire on Aug. 31, 2011, but
claimed the university hasn’t
decided yet whether or not it will
be renewed.
As it stands, York students
are divided on the issue.
“Personally, I’m against
banning bottled water,” said
Shayan Mannan, a fourth-year
law and society student. “I think
we should be able to purchase
water if we want to. It’s one of
life’s essentials. If there were more
fountains on campus I might use
them more often, but I still think

we should be able to purchase
water if we want to.”
Third-year
marketing
student Saad Khan doesn’t agree.
“I’m very against the selling
of bottled water,” Khan said.
“Frankly, I think it’s a rip-off. I
live in residence and at some of
our events we have bottled water,
which is ridiculous because in
residence we have water everywhere.”
Khan claimed that sanitation
was one of the reasons why many
students choose bottled water
instead of fountains.
“We have enough fountains
for students to use on campus,”
said Khan, “but they just aren’t
clean. You wouldn’t want to drink
from them.”

<PM ÅOP\ \W JIV \PM [ITM WN 
bottled water at York has also
gone online, where 128 members
have joined together in a Facebook group called “Bottled Water
Ban @ York University” to show
their solidarity and lobby York’s
administration to implement the
ban. The group’s creators were
unavailable for comment.
A ban on bottled water isn’t
likely to happen anytime before
York’s contract with Pepsi is up,
but if the ban is ever to be implemented, Sandberg believes that it
would have to involve a collective
effort from students and faculties.
“It depends on the determination and the pressure that students, faculties and departments
put on York,” he said.

Speculation builds over ‘university’ name Lethal residence fire
Edmonton school could follow in Mount Royal’s footsteps

-SPJRY

Laurrie Callsen

Intercamp (Grant MacEwan College)

EDMONTON
(CUP)
–
MacEwan College students may
[WWVJMI\\MVLQVOIVWNÅKQIT]VQversity, as speculation builds over
a possible name change for the
school.
Calgary’s Mount Royal
College became Mount Royal
University on Sept. 3, an event
attended by Alberta’s premier, the
Honourable Ed Stelmach and the
province’s minister of advanced
education and technology, the
Honourable Doug Horner.
Speculation over MacEwan’s own name change was
heightened when Mount Royal’s
event was tied in with an email
from MacEwan’s president Paul

Byrne to MacEwan staff. The
email said the college is “working
closely with the Ministry to hold
a similar event at MacEwan later
this month.”
MacEwan and Mount Royal
were allowed to apply for university status under an amendment
to the Post-Secondary Learning
Act, which stated that post-secondary schools that offered baccalaureate degrees could be called
universities.
MacEwan media relations
advisor David Beharry stressed
that the name change is only hypothetical.
“We need to be patient and
wait for the announcement,”
he said when asked about how
MacEwan will change if it were
to become a university.

Nils Holmgren, president
of the Students’ Association of
MacEwan, believes that national
and international recognition
would grow if MacEwan obtained university status.
The status change, he said,
¹KW]TL OZMI\Ta JMVMÅ\ [\]LMV\[
who are looking to transfer to
other institutions around the
globe; it could increase study
abroad opportunities for students
and positively affect their employability when competing for
employment with other university graduates. It could also lead
to higher enrollment and further
expansion of degree, diploma,
IVL KMZ\QÅKI\M XZWOZIU[ QV \PM
future.”
Students hope that the potential name change won’t change
the MacEwan environment.
“I think it’s just as good as any
university,” said Sandra Skalbeck,
a design student. “MacEwan is
more laid back.”
Music
student
Lauren
Blench stressed that the programs
are what post-secondary universities are about. She had looked at
the University of Alberta before
coming to MacEwan.
“[The University of Alberta]
is more prestigious, but they didn’t
have the program I wanted, and
that’s what’s important,” she said.
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may have been started by victim

Laura Carlson

The Cord Weekly (Wilfrid Laurier)

WATERLOO, Ont. (CUP) – A
ÅZM \PI\ JZWSM W]\ WV \PM NW]Z\P
ÆWWZWN ?QTNZQL4I]ZQMZ=VQ^MZ[Qty’s Waterloo College Hall student
residence in April is believed to
PI^MJMMV[\IZ\MLJa\PMÅZ[\aMIZ
student who died as a result of inR]ZQM[[]NNMZMLQV\PMÅZM
“We believe that primarily
the victim in this case played a role
QV \PM ÅZMº [IQL 7TIN  0MQVbMT
public affairs co-ordinator for the
Waterloo Regional Police Service.

<PM ÅZM UIZ[PIT Q[ [\QTT
waiting for results from the forensic department, though Heinzel
noted that “some accelerant . . .
_I[][MLQV\PMÅZMº
“We are still waiting for some
test results to come back,” he said.
“The testing will help us determine what chemicals may have
JMMV][MLC\W[XZMIL\PMÅZMEº

Heinzel said it could take
UWV\P[NWZ\PMÅVLQVO[\WJMZMleased, noting that “other factors
UIa XTIa I ZWTM QV C\PM ÅZM
marshal] being able to provide a
report.”
David LaForest, a 19-yearold Wilfrid Laurier University
student, died in a Hamilton hospital from the severe burns he reKMQ^MLQV\PMÅZM
On April 14, students saw
him being carried outside of the
building by a residence life don.
Damage to the residence was
so severe that students had to be
relocated to hotels and vacant
student residences for the remainder of the semester’s exam
period.
Gary Nower, the university’s assistant vice-president of
physical resources, said damages
totaled $1.3 million, which will be
covered by the university’s insurance policy.
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The science of global warming denial
sor Dan Johnson. Johnson had
written a letter accusing Ball of
falsifying credentials. Ironically,
Ball sought damages for loss
of reputation. A statement of
LMNMV[MÅTMLJa2WPV[WVI^IQTIJTM
online, says that Ball’s “public
want us to laugh so much? A pacistatements reveal that he does not
ÅMLX]JTQKUMIV[XWTQKa\WZML]KM
understand the basic physics of
emissions can be delayed and
atmosphere and climate.”
watered down. If we’re laughing
It also details many examples
then we won’t worry about global
of Ball’s credentials being incorwarming. If we’re laughing, they
rectly listed. Ball later dropped his
hope, we won’t care enough to
lawsuit.
demand action.
The question now is: why
Z_JO\
Tim Ball, a “senior fellow”
are
his
opinions still foisted on the
at the FCPP, inspires such laughter. The long-retired University that yes, the world is warming up, forces. Sun spots, volcanism, public by a media that we should
of Winnipeg geography profes- and the only way you can explain orbital changes, all those physical expect to defend public interest
reasons that have changed climate and trust? Whom should we trust:
sor still gets newspaper space for it is through human activity.”
Ball sows public ignorance in the eons of the past cannot Canada’s senior climatologist and
his brand of denial. He routinely
claims natural forces are causing with fact by telling us the world explain what we’ve seen,” he said. M^MZa [KQMV\QÅK IKILMUa QV \PM
global warming rather than has warmed in the past without “Now if you factor in the human industrialized world, or a retired
P]UIVQVÆ]MVKM<PQ[QUXTQM[\PM component — C02 loading and geography teacher who has made
human activity.
David Phillips, Environment current warming is also a natural land use changes — and eureka, denial a new career?
you get a perfect pattern.”
Meanwhile, the well-funded
Canada’s senior climatologist, cycle.
So why are groups like the campaign of deceit rolls on. It’s
The natural cycle red herring
disagrees with Ball.
“I’m convinced by the fact infects the public mind perhaps FCPP and their environmental not conjecture that energy comthat the bright minds, the hun- more than any other babble. Phil- hacks like Ball still given a plat- panies like ExxonMobil have funneled millions to groups commitdreds and thousands of scien- lips explains how recent decades form to confuse the public?
Ball’s reputation, in particu- ted to global warming denial.
tists who’ve looked at this — and of warming differ from natural
lar, is bankrupt.
People are dying, and the
they have no agenda, they’re not cycles of the past.

1V

PM
ÅTML
[]Q\
IOIQV[\
“You
can’t
explain
what’s
duping
by the deniers continues.
looking for research dollars —
Feel like laughing?
they’ve come to the conclusion happened by simply natural University of Lethbridge profes-

Spin doctors want you
to laugh and forget about it
Sean Ledwich
Volunteer
GLOBAL warming is killing
over 300,000 people each year.
Over six million will die by 2030,
mainly in developing countries
due to increases in malnutrition,
diarrhea, and malaria. So concludes a comprehensive study by
the Global Humanitarian Forum,
headed by former UN Secretary/MVMZIT3WÅ)VVIV
The study has been ripped
by the usual cast of deniers — the
same people that scoff at global
warming or the idea that humans
are causing it. So-called “thinktanks” like the Frontier Centre for
Public Policy use corporate donations to grease a PR machine that
tells us global warming is a joke.
Laugh at global warming
when the weather is cold. Laugh
at Al Gore’s energy use. Laugh at
the funny names they call those
dumb scientists. Why do they

The great
coffee conundrum
Shane Scott-Travis
Nexus (Camosun College)
VICTORIA (CUP) – As we bid
a slow goodbye to summer and
buckle down for the semester
ahead, many students begin to
rely on coffee to make it through
the grueling pace that school can
ask of us.
Make no mistake, coffee is a
powerful stimulant and it takes a
certain amount of internal fortitude just to order a venti soy latte,
extra hot, no foam, with a straight
face.
Coffee is our drug of choice
— and what a drug it is. Since the
Industrial Revolution it’s been at
our beck and call, eager to offer
an energy lift and, eerily enough,
enable us to work at repetitious
tasks, never breaking concentration until the whistle blows and
we can scurry home.
Coffee culture has taken a
hold of our society by the gonads
and given it a vicious twist in the
last few decades. And, contrary to
popular belief, it isn’t all roses.
On a recent sojourn to Vancouver, I was tickled to see a
Starbucks for every Starbucks on
Robson Street. Coffee is a great
servant but a terrible master, the
kind of master who threatens
with the promise of a quivering
sphincter.
Coffee, or “the black death,”
if you will, is a designer drug.
Used in moderation it can certainly give you a lift but if you
overdo it, an anxiety attack is
never far behind.
Bean juice is tough on
the bladder, too, especially for
women. Coffee is a diuretic so

it makes you sweat, and sweat
stinks — it’s just a few urethra
crystals shy of being urine, hence
those yellowy stains on many an
undershirt, right?
Gross to the max!
Too much coffee can lead
to halitosis, irritable bowel syndrome, stomach cancer and any
number of other awkward social
taboos that will practically guarantee that no undulating co-eds
will be shimmying anywhere
near you.
Quitting coffee cold turkey
can be harmful; it causes illness
and dependence. Curbing our
coffee consumption, on the other
hand, is a worthwhile pursuit.
We needn’t bid our barista
bye-bye but we can consider a
few alternatives to mix things up
a bit.
Why not enjoy some herbal
tea? Chocolate is energizing,
when used responsibly, as is yerba
matte and tonics like ginseng and
maca root. Or how about ginger
tea with lemon? Spirulina and
wheat grass can also provide your
body with energy of the variety
that doesn’t bring you down.
Granted, you might have
to fraternize with hippies and
pretend to like Phish, but you
don’t have to worry about the
riling lethargy of a coffee crash.
So, if you like the bubble,
toil and trouble in the ol’ intestines or having an entire rugby
team push full force in your head,
well, maybe excessive coffee consumption is your cup of, um, tea.
In which case, smell you later.
As for the rest of us, why talk
to clouds on a sunny day?
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The Google empire
The giant of the Internet could kill competition and innovation online
Ishmael N. Daro

The Sheaf
(University of Saskatchewan)

SASKATOON (CUP) – Many
people have tried to categorize
the current crop of young, techno-savvy hipsters with a catchy
moniker. The Internet, YouTube
and iPod Generation have all
failed to take hold. The most
accurate name, however, is the
“Google Generation.”

For better or for worse,
aW]VO XMWXTM \WLIa IZM LMÅVML
by the technology they use. And
no single technology has been
more instrumental in the digital
shift than Google’s search engine.
Previously
unimaginable
amounts of information are
now available to regular people
thanks to the Internet, and search
engines are the portal to this new
digital landscape.

It’s easy to think of Google
in terms of a utility company.
They provide certain services like
search and YouTube that are integral to the running of the Internet. In return, they stay out
of sight and let people go about
their business answering emails,
reading blogs and giggling at the
latest kitten photos.
Google is the Internet’s electric company. Today, almost 80

SEPTEMBER 14, 2009
per cent of searches in Canada
go through Google. As a result
of their dominance in search, the
company makes billions per year
in advertising sales.
Google’s success has its drawbacks, though. For those paranoid
about privacy, any company that
has such vast stores of information on its users is bad news. In
more practical terms, however,
Google’s invincibility threatens
to undermine the innovation and
competition that have made the
Internet what it is.
So far, no one has been able
to hurt Google’s market share.
Not even Amazon and Wikipedia

*Available with a min 36-month contract. $39.99 monthly access fee applies to customers on an MTS Bundle. Visit mts.ca/mtsbundles for bundle information and conditions. Price of calling plan
reﬂects ﬁxed monthly access fee only. Subscriber is responsible for all charges, including but not limited to, airtime, access, hardware activation fee, system access fees ($8.95/month), E911/MRS,
long distance, roaming, calling features, 411 and service/administration charges. Unlimited text messaging applicable in Cdn and U.S. only. Unlimited Internet and Email access only available in
Canada (US data roaming $8/MB); Unlimited use is subject to MTS’s excessive use policy at mts.ca/exessiveuse. Does not include wireless internet access gained by connecting your handset to
your personal computer or laptop. Email accounts must be compatible with the standard BlackBerry Internet Service (not for customers who require BlackBerry Enterprise Server access for corporate
email). Weekday minutes included apply to talk time only. **$100 off offer available with a min 36 month Student Deal contract on a Blackberry Storm only. Student offers available to students
with a valid student ID. Limited time offers. Conditions apply. See Dealer for details. Trademark: BlackBerry®, RIM®, Research In Motion®, SureType®, SurePress™ and related trademarks, names and
logos are the property of Research In Motion Limited and are registered and/or used in the U.S. and countries around the world. MTS design mark is a registered trade-mark of Manitoba Telecom
Services Inc., used under license.
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have been able to compete with
their own search engines — and
does anyone remember HotBot
or Altavista?
Exactly.
The latest attempt to dethrone the multicoloured giant
comes from Microsoft. Their new
search engine Bing has the technology and money behind it to
compete, but history shows that,
ultimately, Google devours all the
W\PMZÅ[PQV\PM[MI
Google has certainly enriched the Internet. The company’s search engine has forced web
sites to be cleaner and easier to
navigate.
Google’s ads have reduced
\PM V]UJMZ WN  WJ\Z][Q^M ÆI[Ping pop-ups in favour of discreet
text boxes. Gmail spurred all
email providers to do better and
provide more services. Small
newspapers and publishers are on
I UWZM M^MV XTIaQVO ÅMTL \PIVS[
to Google News.
The list goes on.
Google is also the only
company willing to run YouTube,
a site that loses half a billion
dollars per year but provides an
essential service for web users.
Without its deep pockets, the site
would have likely declared bankruptcy and faded into history like
so many email greeting cards.
In addition to YouTube,
Google has bought out numerous other companies, all in the
drive to increase its empire. But
luckily for Internet users, it seems
Google’s monopoly in search
won’t be repeated in other areas.
In addition to certain successes, Google has also had many
NIQTML^MV\]ZM[<PMJQOOM[\ÆWX[
have been its social networking,
wiki and payment products. Sure,
there are millions of people using
Orkut in Brazil, but so what? It
can’t rival Facebook or Myspace
in terms of popularity. Its Wikipedia rival JotSpot was eventually rolled into other products
and Google Checkout, an embarrassing PayPal substitute, is still
limping along.
In the end, Google seems
to have stumbled on a good way
to advertise online and actually
make money from it. Other than
that, the Google brain trust seems
to be at a loss for ideas. And that’s
a good thing.
As long as Google maintains
the plumbing, ensures the trains
run on time and keeps failing
outside of search, the Internet
will be in no danger of stagnating.
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Your rebellious leaders
Rebel coaches settling into their roles
basketball a full time job.
“I hope to be a CIS university coach one day, so this is kind
ƪ
of a stepping stone for me in that
Sports Beat
sense,” she said.
GREAT coaches each have each
Women’s volleyball head
their own ways of leading their coach Warren Giles, who is enterteams to victory. Some do it with ing his third year with the Rebels,
superior motivational skills, while considers himself a motivator.
other are masters of strategy.
He says his philosophy is to be a
While the Red River College cheerleader in games and provide
Rebels aren’t playing for the reinforcement and plenty of feedStanley Cup or the Vince Lom- back in his practices.
bardi Trophy, when it comes to
“I try to put a lot of the emphilosophy, there isn’t much dif- phasis on the players helping each
ference between Scotty Bowman other out with lots of talk. Espeand Rebels men’s volleyball head cially leadership with some of the
coach Dan Gilbert.
girls who have been here in past
“I believe in setting high years,” Giles explained. “I try to
expectations for athletes and I be positive. I try to help them out
believe in goal setting,” explained in that way. We do a lot of gamethe third year coach.
like drills, which we’re always
Gilbert was an assistant scoring them. So it’s competitive
coach at the University of Mani- and that helps a lot too with motitoba for two years prior to joining vation when you know that you’re
Red River’s program and has de- being scored on in things in pracveloped his own sense of coach- tice. And then we set high goals so
ing style.
that keeps us pretty motivated all
“My style as a coach is to year.”
really be a facilitator. To help athGiles has similar goals as
letes accomplish their goals, to Jean-Paul. A student at the UniPMTX \PMU ÅVL _Ia[ \W JMKWUM versity of Winnipeg, double
better in the sport,” Gilbert said. majoring in kinesiology and
“But at the same time, I keep psychology, Giles hopes to be a
things in perspective and I try to professional coach in the future.
understand that the most impor“Perfect for coaching,” he
tant thing at the end of the day is laughed. “I love the sport of volthat the athletes enjoy the experi- leyball and I think it’s a great opence and that they are developing portunity to be here at Red River
a life long love for volleyball.”
with a young program that’s
(HYVU*VOLU;OL7YVQLJ[VY
Along with his demanding progressing towards being a big
Men’s
volleyball
coach
Dan
Gilbert
rallies
his
new
troops
at
Rebels
tryouts
on Sept. 9.
position with the Rebels, Gilbert program. Just to be involved in
also coaches a high school vol- that whole growing process and
leyball team and runs a volleyball getting the experience from that.”
club for teenagers.
Sukhvir Singh, coach of the
“I like to give back to the men’s basketball team, couldn’t
sport and I enjoy seeing the ath- be reached for comment.
letes develop, set goals and reach
But before beginning his
goals,” he said. “I think that it’s a coaching career, Singh played
worthwhile cause to help athletes Å^M [MI[WV[ QV \PM =VQ^MZ[Q\a WN 
ÅVL I ^MV]M IVL LW [WUM\PQVO Winnipeg Wesmen basketball
where they can excel and see program. He was twice recogrewards for hard work.”
VQbML I[ I ÅZ[\\MIU ITT[\IZ QV
Women’s basketball coach the Canada West Conference
Cheryl Jean-Paul has been the and in those same years was also
head coach of the women’s bas- named the Wesmen male athlete
ketball team for three years and of the year. Singh has coached
says she focuses her practices on the Rebels for the past two years
two things: the basics and the fun- and previously coached at Fort
damentals.
Richmond Collegiate according
“I really want my athletes to to Red River College’s website.
become better basketball players
To see these motivated
so that they can succeed no matter coaches in action, check out the
what program they’re playing in,” Rebels’ games this upcoming
she said. “I really stress that the season. Gilbert’s men’s volleyball
athletes understand the game and team launches their season Oct.
are not just learning to play in set 6 against Canadian Mennonite
ways.”
University, while Jean-Paul’s
Jean-Paul dribbles her coach- squad will be playing exhibition
ing duties between being the games in early October. Giles’
general manager of a construc- team will kick off with a tourtion company but said she one nament hosted by Providence
day hopes to make her passion for College Sept. 25 and 26.

(HYVU*VOLU;OL7YVQLJ[VY
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REBEL SPORTS

Rebels dance squad ready to make their move
Hall, a creative communications student, is establishing the
dance team as part of her yearRED RIVER College Rebels fans long professional project.
will soon have something new to
The 22–year-old danced
cheer about with the arrival of a throughout high school, and
dance team expected to hit the wants to provide students with the
OaUVI[Q]UÆWWZQV\QUMNWZ0IT- opportunity to dance throughloween.
out their post-secondary studies.
Tryouts for the Rebels Dance Plus, joining the dance team will
Team took place last week with be a great way to get students in\PM ÅVIT ZW[\MZ JMQVO XW[\ML WV volved in the college experience,
Sept. 14. The dance team will while maintaining a low training
make their debut Oct. 31 at the intensity that won’t interfere with
Rebel’s
basketstudies, she said.
ball season home
“I’m not going
“It makes
opener.
to be teaching
Until
now,
beginners how
sense to add
only the provdance, or
extracurricular to
ince’s larger sports
improving techprograms like the
sports activities nique,” Hall
University of Winsaid.
“People
to the roster.”
nipeg Wesmen and
tend to stick to
University of Manthemselves in
- Veronica Hall,
itoba Bison had
college and this
dance teams. With dance team coordinator is a fun way to
enrolment at Red
keep dancing.”
River College inThe team will
creasing every year,
perform
up
the Rebels were due to make their to three times per game at the
move.
Rebels men’s and women’s home
“The sports teams at Red volleyball and basketball games,
River are only four years old and and it won’t be your typical cheerthey are enjoying great success. It leading performance.
makes sense to add extracurricuThe dance team will be folar sports activities to the roster,” cusing on dance, and not stunting
said team co-ordinator Veronica which is more commonly seen in
Hall.
cheerleading.
Karine Driedger
Volunteer

(HYVU*VOLU;OL7YVQLJ[VY

Hall teaches dance groove to new team.

TH

“I want it to be diverse and
different every time we come on,”
Hall explained. “Dance is an art.
We’re there to entertain through
multiple forms of dancing, not
through strict movement.”
The dance team already has
some students from the college’s
rural campuses hyped.
One student from the college’s Winkler campus heard
about the dance team and is committed to driving to Winnipeg two
hours each way for every dance
team rehearsal and performance.
“I think it will make my experience at school more enjoyable,”
[IQL 2]TQI .MPZ I ÅZ[\ aMIZ J][Qness student. “I’m excited to go
to games, perform, and meet new
people from the other campuses.”
With the addition of dance
routines at every match, Hall
hopes the attendance at Rebels
games will increase.
“We will be the voice for the
team, we will be the ones encouraging people to come down and
support the Red River College
teams,” Hall said.
“We want people to enjoy
themselves at games, and look
forward to watching the Rebels
perform.”
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ANALYSIS

Viewing our Blue from the press box
Dustin Stewart
Volunteer

:\WWSPLK7OV[V

When he’s not too busy rendering himself unconscious, Michael Bishop has been the source of much
Bomber fan frustration.

PERCHED on my seat high
IJW^M \PM ÅMTL QV I [\]NNa ZWWU
ÅTTML _Q\P ZMXWZ\MZ[ IVL _ZQ\MZ[
1 ÅVL Ua[MTN  TWVOQVO NWZ \PM
simpler days. Longing for my
metallic bench in Section K of
Canad Inns Stadium, amongst
the drunken ramblings of diehard
fans, and the reasonable $7 price
tag for a jumbo draft.
On second thought, not that
reasonable.
Jumbo drafts aside, my life as
a Blue Bomber fan has been much
different since being plucked from
the hallowed benches of the north
end zone and given a spot in the
press box alongside seasoned veterans like Winnipeg Free Press
sports writers Ed Tait and Randy
Turner.

)[ 1 N]TÅTT Ua L]\a I[ I
writer for the Blue Bombers ofÅKQIT _MJ[Q\M 1 KIV¼\ PMTX J]\
notice some of the contradictions
between the reactions in the press
box and Section K.
As the Bombers face one of
their worst starts since the reign of
“He Who Must Not Be Named”
(Jeff Reinbold), the diehards in
Section K have been known to
react with outbursts of profanity
and unbridled rage. The reaction
in the press box, however, is polar
opposite. But absolutely no less effective.

In a room full of people
who make a living voicing their
opinion for the public to hear, the
reaction that I have found from
these men is sheer silence. The
[QTMVKM Q[ XMZ[WVQÅML Ja \PM UIV
I have dubbed “the Godfather of
the Press Box” — Ed Tait. Tait
maintains a calm demeanour at
all times and is rarely spoken to
]VTM[[PM[XMIS[ÅZ[\

1\ [MMU[ Y]Q\M Å\\QVO \PI\ I
group of people, usually so outspoken in the paper, would voice
their displeasure with this Blue
Bombers season by remaining
silent. It sends out the message
that what is being seen on the
ÅMTLQ[[WLQ[IXXWQV\QVOQ\ZMVLMZ[
those who make a living talking
about it, speechless.
While they show their disappointment through their silence, I
ÅVLQ\PIZL\WSMMXUaJQI[ITWVO
with my inner Section K, in check
and maintain a professional level
of control.
In a season that has proven to
be more disappointing than any I
KIV ZMUMUJMZ W^MZ \PM TI[\ Å^M
years, I struggle to refrain from
rising up in my seat in the press
box and chanting the name of the
back-up quarterback, or groan as
our punter is forced to make yet
another tackle (his fourth of the
game).
The only redemption is that,
as bleak as the outlook may be,
there is still hope on the horizon

as the Bombers are hardly past
the halfway point of this up,
down, and sideways season.
With another eight games
left to play there is always the possibility that the Bombers will put
it all together and the press box
will once again be an optimistic,
if still silent, place to watch football games.

When he’s not
writing for the
Winnipeg Blue
Bombers, Dustin
Stewart co-hosts
the Big Balls
Football Show,
Monday nights
at 7 p.m. on 92.9
Kick FM.

HOCKEY

The most important Wheat Kings season, ever

:\WWSPLK7OV[V

For the sake of their season, the Wheat Kings are hopeful about the return of 18-year-old Brayden Schenn.

Kalen Qually
Sports Editor
THE END of summer marks the
beginning of the junior hockey
calendar, and right on schedule,

the Brandon Wheat Kings started
their full training camp sessions
on Aug. 27.
Bruce Luebke, the voice of
the Wheat Kings for 16 years on
local radio station CKLQ , can
already tell this season is different.
“There’s a little more excitement in the air,” he said.

The cause for excitement is
the reassurance that as the host
team of Canada’s top junior
hockey championship, the Memorial Cup, the Wheat Kings
receive an automatic berth into
the four-team tournament that
takes place in Brandon next May.
But when the Memorial Cup
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report cards are handed out next
spring, the team won’t be settling
for full marks in attendance.
“This year, you know what’s
happening from the start,”
Luebke said. “Starting right from
the beginning of the season, you
can look at it as the biggest season
in franchise history.”
With that in their minds and
on their shoulders, you know
players, coaches, and management will be treating this season a
little differently.
“I think Brandon will probably look at anything and everything they think they can do
to help improve their team and
make it a Memorial Cup calibre
team,” Luebke said.
Head coach and general
manager Kelly McCrimmon will
be looking to make a few trades to
boost their roster.
But as Luebke cautions,
“There is a certain point where
you have to start thinking about
team chemistry and what’s too
many moves and how much of
your future are you willing to give
up.”
The Wheat Kings do return
an impressive group of players
from last year — namely, recent
Los Angeles Kings’ draft pick
Brayden Schenn.
Hardly 18 years old, Schenn
does have an outside shot of
making the NHL club this season,
which would be devastating to
the Wheat Kings during a critical
season.
“It would be a huge blow,”
Luebke said. “You don’t replace

a guy like that overnight, but
that’s a bridge to cross when it
happens.”
One Wheat Kings’ player
far less likely headed to the NHL
after his junior career is secondyear defenceman Darren Bestland. Bestland, 18, appreciates
the chance of playing in the
Memorial Cup and is currently
feeling the excitement at Wheat
Kings’ training camp.
“(The Memorial Cup) is a
great opportunity. I don’t even
know how to describe it,” Bestland
said. “It’s huge. It’s the biggest
thing that will ever happen in my
hockey career.”
The excitement clearly
extends beyond the Keystone
Centre and into the community,
where the team had set franchise
records in season ticket sales as of
the beginning of training camp.
Brandon’s population has
plenty of reason to be eager
about hosting the national event,
Luebke said.
“The Memorial Cup is going
to be on the tip of everybody’s
tongue for the ten days it’s here
and maybe for the weeks leading
up to it,” he said. “It just gives
the city of Brandon that extra exposure. There’s been a lot that’s
happened in the city not sports
related.
“I think in a lot of ways, (the
Memorial Cup) is going to be the
biggest event the city of Brandon
is ever going to host,” he said.
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This stuff must be
good for you

Winnipeg sports betting
Options for honest
fan and degenerate
gambler alike

Hand Out

Kalen Qually
Sports Editor
WITH 23 years experience in medicine,
Dr. Gary Ratson would have a hard time
endorsing a box of cookies without guilt.
Which makes the fact that it was Gary, and
not his far more business-minded brother
Steven, who decided to begin marketing
the nutritional supplement Immunocal so
surprising.
“I went to Steven with it and said,
‘You should have this business,’” said Gary.
“I told him that I needed people to know
about it and he had to sell it.”
Like many other whey proteins, Immunocal claims to increase energy levels,
strength, and endurance. But its main
selling point, as you can decipher from its
name, is the ability to boost your immune
system.
As Steven explained in their Immunocal presentation on Aug. 28, his brother’s
suggestion spoke volumes to him because
Gary had never been this excited about any
health product in all his years in medicine.
“This is a product that Gary is willing
to put his reputation behind,” Steven said.
In his medical career, Gary has worked
in sport medicine and noted that a large
part of his work consists of researching
and writing about the health side of medicine. He wrote a book called The Meaning of
Health and admits he’s not easily convinced
by many health products on the market.
“What impressed me with this product
is that it’s medically supported,”
Gary said. “It’s
not just testimonials and some guy
telling you how
great it’s worked
for him.”
That medical
support can be
found in the product’s explanation.
The way Immunocal works is
that it releases an
amino acid called
cystein, which is
the building block
of
glutathione.
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Glutathione is needed to help replenish
and strengthen the immune system.
Immunocal’s greatest claims are not
that it helps improve the performance of
athletes, but that it helps to recover from
and prevent injury.
“Whenever there is stress to the body,
whether it’s because of a workout or from
an injury, Immunocal boosts the immune
system and will help the body to recover
more quickly,” Steven said during the presentation.
Proof that it works as an athletic
supplement can be found by reading the
laundry list of Canadian Olympic athletes using Immunocal. That very list includes athletes like Canadian Olympians
boxer Steve Molitar and
alpine skier Erik Guay.
The product is not
exclusive to athletes.
As Gary pointed
out, because of to Immunocal’s
effectiveness in building up the
immune system, it has
been used to help curb
the side effects of chemotherapy in cancer
patients. There is also
an advanced version of
the product called Immunocal Platinum that
is for people older than
35 who are looking to
slow the physical strains
of aging.

government, namely the Western Canada
Lottery Corporation. It features several
types of games including pro-line, over/
under and point spread, all using a parlay
system which forces the bettor to choose at
least three games on a ticket, needing to hit
on all games for a win.
Just over half of the money spent on
Cole Schapansky
gambling in B.C., Alberta, Saskatchewan
Volunteer
and Manitoba is returned to bettors in the
form of prizes while more than 32 percent
I DON’T know if Charles Dickens spent of every dollar spent is revenue for the
his falls in Winnipeg, but when it comes provinces.
to a September in this city, he hit the nail
Then there are the risk-takers and lawright on the head in The Tale of Two Cities breakers who place bets with bookies.
with, “It was the best of times, it was the
Bettors in Winnipeg risk thousands of
worst of times.”
dollars each weekend in the underground
For many people, September is the betting scene.
most depressing time of year. After all,
This is a popular form for the serious
school is back in session
gambler, as the odds
(blah!) and all we have
are generally better
“I, personally, have compared to govto look forward to is
a good 11 months of
had weekends with ernment regulated
freezing our butts off.
systems and the bettor
more than $100,000 may bet on single
But for many sports
fans, September is the worth of bets placed.” games.
light at the end of the
One
Wintunnel as the brand
nipeg bookie who,
- Underground bookie
new NFL season has
for obvious reasons,
ÅVITTaIZZQ^MLIVL_Q\PQ\KWUM[P]LLTQVO would like to remain nameless, gave me
around a big-screen TV with friends, some staggering numbers on the amount
eating ridiculous amounts of junk food of sports betting in Winnipeg.
and, of course, sports betting.
“I, personally, have had weekends
While the state of Delaware remains with more than $100,000 worth of bets
in the thick of a legal battle with the four placed,” says the bookie. “And that’s just
major professional sports leagues and the football. You add that up over 17 weeks in
NCAA to legalize sports betting, Cana- the NFL season, and we’re talking about
dian sports fans have more legal options some serious money.”
when it comes to gambling on sporting
Like Dickens, our bookie has seen both
events than our neighbours south of the the best of times and the worst of times for
border.
Winnipeg’s gamblers.
There are several ways for anyone to
“I’ve seen people win up to $50,000 in
bet on sports, both legal and illegal: Sports a week, but I’ve also seen people lose that
Select, fantasy football, and placing bets much in the same amount of time,” he
with bookmakers (bookies) to name a few. said.
Sports Select is a legal and popular
way for fans to increase the excitement of
the weekend’s matchups, that is run by the

DISCOVER FORTY CREEK WHISKY

Rated #1
Tonight,
You Be The

Judge.
Double Gold Medal
San Francisco World Spirits

Best Canadian Whisky
New England Whisky Festival

Gold Medal
World Selection, Brussels

Highest Award
International Spirits Challenge,
London, England

Highest Score
Beverage Testing Institute,
Chicago, 2007

Fo rtyCreekWhisky.com
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Hockey game nets 100 grand in donations
Charity cures hockey’s summertime blues, aims to do much more
Rheanne Marcoux
Photo Editor
IN WINNIPEG, hockey season
started on Aug. 6, long before
\PM ÅZ[\ [VW_ÆISM[ _QTT PQ\ \PM
ground.
For that middle of summer
PWKSMa Å` \PM ;QbbTQV¼ ;]UUMZ
Showdown took place at the
MTS Centre and featured some
of the biggest names in the NHL
and AHL.
Started in 2005 by the late
Todd Davison, the event is held in
[]XXWZ\WN \PMKWV\QV]W][ÅOP\\W
end cancer. After being diagnosed
with Synovial Sarcoma cancer
two days after his high school
graduation, Davison translated
his perseverance and spirit for
hockey into larger efforts.
The Believe in the Goal
Foundation was started in his
honour and this year’s Sizzlin’
Summer Showdown drew an
impressive crowd of 4,7000 and
raised around $100,000 for the
foundation.
“This was our most
successful event to date, especially with the move to the MTS
Centre,” said Colleen Deckert,
Believe in the Goal Foundation.
Featuring stars like Jonathan Toews and Cam Barker of
the Chicago Blackhawks, Nigel
Dawes and Dustin Boyd of the
Calgary Flames, Jordin Tootoo
of the Nashville Predators and
Darren Helm of the Detroit Red
Wings, it’s no surprise the Sizzlin’
Summer Showdown drew its
biggest crowd this year.

*V\Y[LZ`VM*VSSLLUKLJRLY[

The Sizzlin’ Summer Showdown Hockey Tournament moved to the MTS Centre this year to accommodate for its biggest crowd to date.

Offices:
Room FM66 Notre Dame Campus or
Students’ Assoc. Office Princess Campus
P-110 (reduced hours)

STUDENT
HEALTH & DENTAL PLAN
OPT-OUT DEADLINE
30 Days from the Start Date of Program
OPT IN - RETURNING STUDENTS:
Within 30 Days from the Start Date of Your Program
FAMILY ADD ON DEADLINE:
Within 30 Days from the Start Date of Your Program

To obtain appropriate deadline forms, coverage information,
and the MB.Pharmacare application to receive your SA CARE CARD
(eligible prescription drug card) please visit the:
Student Benefits Plan Office ROOM FM 66 – Notre Dame Campus
or
Students’ Assoc. Office Princess Campus – P-110 (reduced hours)
Or call (204)632-2503
sahealth@rrc.mb.ca
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IF YOU ARE AN IMMIGRANT OR INTERNATIONAL STUDENT
 Did you know that the College’s Diversity and Immigrant Student Support
department has Immigrant Student Advisors who can help you with any
cultural, language, settlement, or personal challenges you may face?
You can also obtain your free Guide for Immigrant Students with practical tips
and information about the College and how to be successful in a Canadian
academic program.
 Do you feel lonely, need help to practice English, would like to learn more about
Canadian culture, or just make a new friend at the College? You can join the Cultural
and Language Mentor Program where you are paired with a Canadian-born student/staff.
 Did you know that there is a Centre for Immigrant and International Students where you
can relax, study and attend free workshops and social activities? The Centre is located
at Building D, Room 208, Notre Dame Campus.

ARE YOU A CANADIAN BORN STUDENT?
 Do you want to enhance your cross-cultural skills and knowledge, learn some phrases
in a new language, and make a friend? Join our Cultural and Language Mentor Program
where you will be partnered with an immigrant or international student to learn about
one another’s culture and develop new language skills.
It only takes one-hour per week for a minimum of ten weeks to learn valuable cross-cultural
information that will assist you in your future careers.

To receive more information about upcoming programs, services and events,
join our mailing list, look for posters at campuses, or contact one of the
Diversity and Immigrant Student Support offices:
Notre Dame Campus
Building D, Room 206  Phone: 632-2404
Centre for Immigrant and International Students
Building D, Room 208
Princess Street Campus
Building P, Room 210K  Phone: 949-8393
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NEVER MOVED SO FAST

LET IT GO, MAN by Thor Blondal

by The Peak
(Simon Fraser University)

FOR A GOOD TIME by Bruce Proctor (The Peak, Simon Fraser University)

ONTARION CROSSWORD

Krystian Imgrum, The Ontarion, CUP (University of Guelph)

Cheese
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ACROSS
1. Literary barterer
6. Popular contraction
9. ____ job
12. Attack
14. Lunar tide
16. Police acronym
17. Wigwam
18. Audacity
20. Wax producer
21. Automaton
23. Desert features
24. Ball’s partner

25. Cheese type
27. Square set
29. Odyssey villain
31. Cleo’s killer
34. Oasis rival
35. Phanerozoic, for ex.
36. Unchanging
38. Call
39. Cracker meal
41. Hilarious happening
42. Penetrates
44. Negative retorts
45. Brink
46. Aliens: abbr.

47. Sculled
49. Eleven constituents
50. Asian sauce
51. Barry Humphries
character
53. Foundation
56. Travel needs
58. Mineral spring
61. Guitar type
63. Henry VIII order
65. Tape: abbr.
66. Lucid
67. Pariah’s mark
68. New York ball player

69. Unify
70. Throe

10. Adore (with on)
11. Light cycles
13. Some born in July
DOWN
15. Meticulous one
19. Pirate’s drink
1. Divine will
22. Plains roamers
2. On the water
24. Funeral hymn
3. Addict
7NÅKMNMI\]ZM[
4. Emotive one
5. Like a stratigrapher’s :MÆMK\QWV_WZL
28. Weaklings
sample
30. Foolish
6. Division word
31. Tolerate
7. Wobble
32. Trudges
8. He played it again
33. Actor Sellers, to friends
9. Norse god
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34. A desperate housewife 59. Actress Grier, et al.
60. Michelangelo subject
35. Emerson output
62. Unprocessed
37. Coliseum
64. Cool
40. Cryptic writings
43. Perches
48. Valley
49. Beginnings
50. Canine command
52. Smidgens
53. Raised mound
54. Sheltered
55. Denomination
57. Murdered, to the Corleones
58. Genesis maker
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Back to style
Shayna Wiwierski
Arts Beat
IT’S THAT time of year that
we all dread: back to school. Although most of our money is
spent on textbooks, classes, school
supplies, or anything else you
need for college or university,
there’s still one thing that gets
people excited year after year —
back to school clothes.
Hot trends like leggings,
plaid, and cardigans are back
in full force this season along
with classic favorites like blazers,
leather jackets, skinny jeans, and
boots.
Sarah Pao, owner of Katch
22 on McDermot Avenue, says
people this season are looking for
“the boyfriend blazer, distressed
jeans, riding boots, lots of mustards, teals and yellows.”
And then there’s the cardigan, which is a nice change from
the everyday hoodie or sweatshirt.
“Cardigans are always safe
and they let you step out from
[your] comfort [zone],” Pao says.
For something a little warmer,
Pao says a chunky knit sweater is
what everyone is asking for this
season.
“They want it because they
know winter is coming around the

corner,” she says.
As far as this season’s hot
trends are concerned, Pao says to
look out for headware, like scarves
and headbands, detailed blazers,
Z]NÆM[IVLXQMKM[\PI\XTIa]XJW\P
the equestrian and western looks.
As far as bags, side totes and
messenger bags are the must have
accessories this fall.
If you’re looking for something
with a little more staying power,
though, Pao says that leggings are
also back (did they ever leave?) and
can be dressed either up or down.
“[You can] wear them and
look classy, it’s not just a fad,” Pao
says.
As far as plaid goes, however,
you may want to take a pass. Plaid
is everywhere this season and Pao
cautions that plaid is starting to be
overdone as it is “oversaturated in
malls.”
Mike Nava says that the hot
colours for women for the season
are royal blue and purple. For men,
he says he’s seeing a lot of darker
reds and navy blues.
Nava owns UnFold Apparel
and Connect Four, both on McDermot Avenue.
Another trend for women,
Nava says, is denim with zipper
detailing as well as the boyfriend
RMIVJMKI][MWN  Q\[ JIOOQMZÅ\IVL
comfort level.
So what about men?
Nava says that a lot of men

Stroke of genius
tion is exactly what The Other
Gallery tries to escape from. The
main alternative to traditional
I’LL BE \PM ÅZ[\ \W ILUQ\ \PI\ 1 galleries is a lack of commercialdon’t know a lot about the Win- ization, what Scheurmann denipeg art scene. I only know of a scribes a as the “pressure to act
few art galleries around the city, and be a certain way.”
and my sophisticated opinion
The Other Gallery, by conextends only as far as to what’s trast, allows artists to break free
visually appealing to me
from the white walls of a tradiBut one particular gallery tional gallery, by furthering their
that crossed my path seemed dif- own name and not that of the
ferent and unique, despite my lack gallery.
of expertise. And I didn’t have
“When a gallery gets an artist,
to stumble through any gallery they want to hold on to them,”
doors to get to it.
Scheurmann said. “They’re really
“What’s weird about The tight about it.”
Other Gallery is that it doesn’t 
0W_M^MZ VW\ ITT OITTMZQM[ Å\
exist,” said Kyle Scheurmann. under this commercial umbrella.
“It’s wherever we want it to be.”
“Commercial galleries have
Scheurmann is the assistant [XMKQÅK QLMI[ IVL _QTT \PMZMNWZM
director of The Other Gallery, only accept certain art,” exan online gallery in which artists, plained Jordan Miller, manager
mainly local, can display and sell of Cre8ery, an Exchange District
their work in a more intangible art gallery. “We’re a rental gallery,
environment. At a modest age of so we accept all types of art.”
10 years, the gallery is not necesWith an online gallery, Miller
sarily a space for artists fresh out mentioned issues that might come
of school, but rather a space for up for art enthusiasts.
well-established artists that may
“People often want to see the
have been forgotten.
art in person because (computer)
“As an alternative gallery, we monitors can change the appearwant to promote community and ance of the piece,” Miller said.
discover people’s work,” ScheurThe Other Gallery, on the
mann said.
W\PMZ PIVL PI[ MNÅKQMV\Ta KWUThough there are other
bined the clean, white concept of
online art galleries, the distincgalleries within their site, Miller
tion is clear when examining the
admitted.
ÅZ[\\MVWVTQVMIZ\OITTMZQM[\PI\
“It’s actually really good,”
come up in Google.
she said. “It isn’t cluttered, and
A typical online art gallery uses a white background so you
focuses more on the business can see the piece the way it was
aspect, and features hundreds, meant to be seen.”
maybe thousands, of pieces for
any consumer to absorb.
To check out The Other Gallery’s only
That type of commercializa- location, visit www.othergallery.com
Julie Prejet
Volunteer

:OH`UH>P^PLYZRP;OL7YVQLJ[VY

Valerie Maendel (left) and her sister Victoria sport this season’s top
fashion trends.

have been looking for the doublebreasted pea coat and raw selvedge denim.
“[Raw selvedge] is when the
denim comes off the role and it’s
not treated. It’s new and fresh
and you wear it how you live your
life, and it also ages. Where my

XIV\[[Q\WVUMQ[LMÅVQ\MTaLQNNMZent from some other dudes,” says
Nava, who opened Connect Four
in 2005 and UnFold Apparel in
summer 2008.
So what are students at Red
River College this year sporting
for back to school? First year busi-

ness student Andrea Klaverkamp
loves leather jackets, boots, and
high-waisted super skinny jeans.
“For me, even though I am
six feet tall, I still wear gladiators
or ankle boots and (skinny jeans)
because you can wear them with
boots,” the 18-year-old says.
Klaverkamp also stocked up
on jackets, like a “military inspired men’s leather jacket,” and
boots from Aldo — one pair of
ankle, slouchy boots and a midcalf pair.

>QK\WZQI 5IMVLMT I ÅZ[\
year graphic design student, and
her sister Valerie, a second-year
digital multimedia technology
student, both love scarves, hats,
leggings and T-shirts.
“Basic T-shirts go with everything,” Valerie says, whose favorite colours for shirts this season
are grey and black.
Branton Leskiw likes to keep
things simple. For the 20-year-old
business student, plain T-shirts,
zip-up sweaters (that are great in
winter), and a pair of loafers do
the job. Oh, and a good pair of
jeans and shoes, he adds.
“It’s worth 125 dollars on
jeans and shoes because they last
awhile,” Leskiw says, whose favorite stores range from Connect
Four to Club Monaco to Winners.
So what’s not worth your hard
earned summer pay cheques?
According to Groot, stay
away from tank tops.
“(Expensive) tank tops that
you wear under your clothes, you
can cheap out on that,” she says.

MUSIC INTERVIEW

Turning a new Page

(KHT;V`;OL7YVQLJ[VY

Page rocks Main Stage at the Folk Festival.

Adam Toy
Volunteer
ON A QUIET Sunday afternoon at the Winnipeg Folk
Festival, Steven Page takes to
the stage with tension hanging
in the air. Sharing the spotlight
with such folk heavyweights
as Loudon Wainright III, Arlo
Guthrie, Tom House, and
Serena Ryder, Page’s muted on[\IOMXZM[MVKMZMÆMK\MLPQ[VM_
struggle to win back his fans.
It had been only months
since Page announced his departure from his former band,
the Barenaked Ladies, and only
a year since being caught with
cocaine by Fayetteville, N.Y.,
police — a year that Page calls
“hellish.”
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“I feel like I’ve grown a lot
IVLTMIZVMLITW\º8IOMZMÆMK\[
¹AW]ÅVLW]\_PI\\PMUW[\
important things in your life are.
It really forces you to prioritize.
But, yeah, it’s been a hell of a
year and I’m glad to see it gone.”
Many fans took Page’s
departure from the Ladies as the
loss of a family member, and
Page sympathizes with those feelings.
“People are sad. People who
identify with the band, whether
it’s a piece of their past or a piece
of their present,” he says. “A
lot of the die-hard fans identify
\PMU[MT^M[ÅZ[\I[*IZMVISML
Ladies fans, and for them it
shakes their foundation.
“But it’s just change. And
since people have been seeing

me doing my show, people are
getting it more and more,” he
says.
In a time before the Internet
and iTunes, people were introduced to the Barenaked Ladies
through worn out cassette tapes
passed from friend to friend.
BNL won its way into Canadians’ hearts with songs such as
“If I Had $1,000,000,” “Brian
Wilson,” and “The Old Apartment.”
During his time with the
Ladies, Page had been involved
in other projects, including
writing music for the Stratford
Shakespeare Festival, lobbying
with national NDP leader Jack
Layton, and other musical projects, which he continues.

¹1VM^MZQLMV\QÅMLUa[MTN 
I[I*IZMVISML4ILaÅZ[\º8IOM
says. “When I did, it threw off all
of the other relationships in my
life.”
On stage, Page feels more
naked now than ever.

¹AW]¼ZMLMÅVQ\MTaÆaQVO
without a net underneath you
and part of that’s terrifying, but
that’s part of the great thing
about being on stage,” he says.
“I think you always should
have a little bit of terror out
there, and those nerves are what
keep you fresh and what keep
you exciting.”
To hear Steven Page’s performance at
the 2009 Winnipeg Folk Festival, his
ÅZ[\[QVKM!!^Q[Q\+*+¼[+WVKMZ\[
on Demand website.
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Like to touch?

Like art? Get published.

Aaron Cohen
Volunteer

Write for the Projector.

WITH all the latest offerings in smart phones on the market
today, phoning someone can be the least of your worries.
These phones offer cameras, voice recorders, games, applications, even Internet access. They lure and tantalize us with the
offer of easy communication, organization, mobile Internet,
and make us feel like we’re running a Fortune 500 company
(when, let’s be honest, there’s just a pizza place on the other
end of the line).
The most recent trend in smart phone technology is the
use of a touch interface, and there are many to choose from.
But depending on your needs, your service carrier, and the
size of your wallet, the decision might be hard to put your
ÅVOMZWV
BLACKBERRY STORM 9530
Carriers: Telus, MTS
Cost: $149.99-249.99 (on
three-year terms)

What sets this touch phone apart
from the others is that its touch
screen clicks, so you know when
you’ve pushed on a button preventing of horrible typos caused
by accidentally touching the
wrong letter. Eight gigabytes
of expandable memory for the
music player, GPS, and a 3.2
megapixel camera, makes the
Storm a fully featured phone. Oh,
and let’s not forget about the allimportant BlackBerry Messenger.
You can PIN up a storm with this
hot model.

Pitch your story ideas
to art@rrcsa.com

CHEERS.

HTC TOUCH PRO2
Carrier: Telus
Cost: $249.99 (on a three-year term)

The newest version in HTC’s Touch series, the Pro2 boasts
enough processing power to put your grandmother’s computer
to shame. It sports
Windows Mobile
6.1, GPS, 8 GB
for music storage,
a 3.2 megapixel
camera, and a full
QWERTY
keyJWIZL \PI\ ÆQX[
out from underneath the screen.
With
YouTube
built right into the
phone, you can
waste time watching a baby panda
sneeze over and over again, no matter where you are!
APPLE IPHONE 3GS
Carrier: Rogers
Cost: $99.99-299.99 (on 3-year terms)

Touted as the “Fastest iPhone Ever”, the 3GS, like it’s predecessors, is what all other cell phones wish they were. This
latest version has a 3-megapixel camera that now shoots video,
which can be uploaded
directly to YouTube
for immediate humiliation. Already have a
Mac? The 3GS syncs
directly to iTunes,
so transferring all of
your music and movies
either the 16 or 32GB
model is easy. And
with over 65,000 applications available from
the App Store, the new
iPhone has a lot under
the hood. Honestly,
who wouldn’t want to
play Wolfenstein 3D
while waiting at the
bus stop?

PUBLIC TASTINGS

SEPTEMBER 17&18, 2009
Winnipeg Convention Centre ~ 7-10 pm
TICKETS $29.95 each.
Available at Winnipeg Liquor Marts & Ticketmaster*
Includes 5 tasting tickets. Additional tasting tickets 5 for $4.

ﬂatlandersbeerfest.com
*AGENCY FEES APPLY

A FUNDRAISING EVENT FOR

PRESENTED BY

MLCC Approval #179/09
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How do I know if I’m I too LinkedIn?
Animal from the Muppets,
and I like to see pictures of my
cousin’s new daughter. I like to
Emily
tweet about Michael Jackson,
ơ
and Skype with friends in my
Arts Editor
pyjamas. Do I really have to
deactivate my online network
LIKE any other twenty-some- just because I dare to talk about
thing person at this college, things other than my chosen
there are websites I check daily: career?
Facebook, Gmail, Twitter, CakeI have the same fear shared
Wrecks.com… okay, that last one by most students: that unbeis just because I love cake.
knownst to me, and even with
Delicious websites aside, privacy measures I have put in
there are several sites I use fre- place, potential employers will
quently, and most are social net- JM IJTM \W ÅVL UM WVTQVM IVL
working sites. I use
make hiring
them to connect
decisions
I don’t post
with friends, post
based on the
every drunken
pictures, and kill
few
details
time in between
and pictures
mishap on my
classes. But now
that show up
that I’m entering Twitter page, but when
they
the last year of my
I certainly enjoy Google my
studies, I’m thinkname.
my time away
ing ahead to the
I want to
job market, and
from school and make a good
\PMXZWÅTM\PI\1¼U
ÅZ[\ QUXZM[the professional sion.
putting out in the
I want
responsibility that to present my
world.
Many instruccomes with my best work to
tors will warn
people
that
studies.
students
against
might one day
putting incriminatgive me a job.
ing photos or videos on sites like I certainly want my portfolio of
Facebook or Myspace, but that’s work to represent me.
why I have the page. I don’t post
I suppose I’m hoping
every drunken mishap on my that by maintaining my online
Twitter, but I certainly enjoy my persona the way it is, I’ll appear
time away from school and the as a well-rounded potential emprofessional responsibility that ployee. Even the more enthucomes with my studies.
siastic boss can’t ask someone
My point is that I keep these to live and breathe his or her
pages up for recreation and casual career. By showing that I enjoy
friendships. I like to take quizzes activities outside of work and
to determine that I’m most like have a healthy social life, I’m

showcasing great skills I can put
to use in the work place. I’m outgoing, I have a sense of humour,
and I’m familiar with modern

methods of communication.
At least, that’s what I’m
telling myself while I tweet about
cupcakes.
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